HELIOPER C款 MONEY TO COMBAT THE COVID-19 CRISIS

The central bank money is a new form of helicopter money, a different way of distributing it and pouring it into the economy.

"Helicopter money is not a new form of central bank money, but a different way of distributing it and pouring it into the economy." - J-Couypp-Soubeyran

PROPOSITION FOR THE EURO ZONE

**Step 1 - Moneyisation of public expenditure during the lockdown**

**Indirect**
- Central bank money transfer
  - The ECB agrees with the banks on the money side of the market.
  - The rate of inflation is determined by the ECB.
  - Increase in public expenditure related to COVID-19.

**Direct**
- Direct financing without intervention
  - The ECB agrees with the banks.
  - The rate of inflation is determined by the ECB.

DIRECT BANKING

**MONETISATION OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE**

- Direct financing without intervention,
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to finance the healthcare system.
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to finance the economic framework.
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to finance the social safety network.
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to finance the public sector.

**Step 2 - HELIOPER C款 MONEY after the lockdown to reactivate the economy**

- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to re-activate the economy.
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to re-activate the economy.
- HELIOPER C款 MONEY to re-activate the economy.

**Step 3 - Finance the future**

- Major investment plans
  - Education
  - Health
  - Housing
  - Ecological transition

**A Good Idea?**

To convince yourself, read "Helicopter Money: Taxpayers or Investors?" from J-Couypp-Soubeyran, Konrad Institute,
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